The Book That Eats People

WARNING! THIS IS NOT A BEDTIME
STORYLegend has it there exists a book
that eats people.This is that book!Many
readers have been unable to escape its
perilous pages.But this isnt that book.Yes it
is!This is simply a story about that
book.Really. I mean, how could a book eat
people?So if youre just dying to know the
history of this literary monster, all you
have to do is turn the page...Dont do it!

Dad: So what are we reading here? Lily (age 6): The Book That Eats People. Its about a book that eats people. Dad:
The book in the story isThe Book That Eats People: The author urgently warns the reader to stay away from this
bookCAUTION! This is a book that eats people. Rating: 5 Beans Category: Picture Book Ready for a dangerous read?
Youll never meet a grumpier book with a bigger appetite. The risk in This book EATS people. So, if you should find it,
be careful. If it makes any funny noises, youll want to stop reading immediately, pile stuff on - 55 sec - Uploaded by
68lirpaA book trailer made for my Childrens Literature class. - 4 min - Uploaded by Hannibal FerretThe book that eats
people by John Perry read aloud for kids.From the grim warning on the first page (CAUTION! This is a book that eats
people) to the advice at the end (Never read this book with syrupy fingers. Never readThe reader is warned to be careful
around this book, which has already eaten several people and is always hungry.The Book That Eats People. The reader
is warned to be careful around this book, which has already eaten several people and is always hungry.The Book That
Eats People. 519 likes 3 talking about this. The Book That Eats People is recommended for everyone: young and old,
rich and poor, brave From the grim warning on the first page (CAUTION! This is a book that eats people) to the advice
at the end (Never read this book with syrupyTHIS IS NOT A BEDTIME STORY Legend has it there exists a book that
eats people. This is that book! Many readers have been unable to escape its perilous - Buy The Book That Eats People
book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The Book That Eats People book reviews & author details - 6
min - Uploaded by Yo! Its Story TimeTHE BOOK THAT EATS PEOPLE by John Perry Illustrations by Mark Fearing
Read by Santino Buy The Book That Eats People by John Perry, Mark Fearing (ISBN: 9781582462684) from Amazons
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery onLegend has it there exists a book that eats people. This is that
book! Many readers have been unable to escape its perilous pages. But THIS isnt that book.Heads up: do not read this to
an easily scared, anxious, or very sensitive child. It really is a creepy, dark book. That being said, it is grimly funny, and
while my Reading level: Ages 4-8 Hardcover:38 pages Publisher:Tricycle Press (October 13, 2009) ISBN-10:
1582462682 Source: Library copy TheTHIS IS NOT A BEDTIME STORYLegend has it there exists a book that eats is
that book!Many readers have been unable to escape its perilous In the fine old tradition of Jon Stones The Monster at
the End of This Book, illustrated by Mike Smollin (1971), and like cautionary exercises, - 31 sec - Uploaded by
peavey1109Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats available. Click here to
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